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Not a Debt Issue
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Interest Rates Remain Reasonable 

Now Is a Good Time to Lock In Rates
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Growing Feed Demand Underpins Grain Demand
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Protein Exports Support Both Livestock and Grain Demand
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Long-term Forecasts Don’t Include Big Crop Price Increases 
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What Do We See Ahead?

• We are bullish on ag; however, average farm income levels are likely to 
be below the cost of production in the near term.

• Costs will continue to adjust, albeit at a relatively slow pace.

• Weather and foreign trade are likely to be the big wildcards.

• Ag real estate values will continue to soften; however, sharp correction 
is unlikely.

• Farm Bill??
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Producer Reactions

• Grain producer focus is on cash-flow adjustments

• Adjustment opportunities still exist due to land values and interest rates

• Business scope adjustment

• Increased focus on becoming a lower-cost producer to improve margin

• Increased attention on financial management and market planning
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Financial Management Considerations

• Become a better risk manager

• Marketing plan

• Crop insurance

• Interest rate management

• Become a better financial manager

• Knowing and understanding your breakevens

• Variable and fixed cost management

• Cash vs. accrual income
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DO YOU KNOW…

• Does my risk management plan leave me exposed?

• What is my family living expense?

• Am I profitable?

• What is my breakeven?
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Components of Breakeven

Impact of Lowering or Restructuring Debt
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Revenue Impacts

Revenue Falls
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Added Insurance Raises the Safety Net

Family Living Underpins the Balance Beam
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Financial Management

Is your operation profitable?

• No longer optional – you need accrual based income and expenses. 

• Tax returns are not an indication of profit/loss

• Have the right people on your farm team

• Spend as much time on managing your finances and risks as you do on 
managing your production
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MAGNIFY DELIVERS THE INSIGHTS YOU NEED FOR 
THE PROFIT YOU WANT.
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• Built specifically for farmers and ranchers

• Unlocks the power of your financial records

• Simplified accounting for managing your 
operation

• Production tracking and “what-if” analysis

• Real-time financial reporting

Discover a whole new view of profitability. 
Coming soon in 2018

Magnify was developed for American agriculture using
accounting and agricultural technologies from Xero and Figured.
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Profitability at Equilibrium

• Economics 101: Commodity market prices seek cost of production

• That’s what we are seeing

• In equilibrium, the top end are profitable and growing, the average are hanging 
in there, and the bottom end are losing money and exiting the industry.
— Professor Danny Klinefelter, Texas A & M University

• Bottom line: You want to be in the low-cost, most-efficient, top end of producers

• We are here to help you achieve that


